I. Announcements 2:00 pm
   a. Graduate Council Chair (Baumgarth)
   b. Vice Provost and Dean Graduate Studies (Mohapatra)
   c. Graduate Studies Associate Deans (Waterhouse & Delplanque)
   d. CCGA – Coordinating Committee on Graduate Affairs (Hsu)
   e. GSA – Graduate Student Association (Taggueg)
   f. PSA – Postdoctoral Scholars Association (Abdelfattah)
   g. GSADC – Graduate Student Assistant to the Dean and Chancellor (Hope)

II. Consent Calendar 2:25 pm
   a. Meeting Summary from April 19, 2018
   b. Response on SR A546 S/U Grading
   c. Civil and Environmental Engineering GC Transmittal Letter
   d. DE Guidelines and DE Reviewer Template
   e. Affiliation Request: Plant Pathology with DE in Biology of Vector-Borne Disease

III. New Business
   a. PROGRAM REVIEW (Zieve) 2:30 pm
      i. Computer Science
         • John Bolander, AHC
      ii. Plant Biology 2:50 pm
      iii. Electrical and Computer Engineering 3:10 pm

   B. ONLINE MBA GRADUATE PROGRAM PROPOSAL 3:30 pm
      i. Proposal and Degree Requirements (Cappa)
      ii. Bylaws (Burman) 3:45 pm